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January
There is a sense of anticipation even though on the surface things tend to be peaceful . There are lots of
tensions and pressures on the innerscape as though a waiting for the other shoe to drop. In government and big
business, there are plans being made in private meetings to adjust risk factors due to decisions made in the
previous year. Tensions are brewing on the international scene as countries are wanting their entitlements or at
least what they think they are due.
Later in the month, plenty of news coming out now about topics hidden from sight. New discoveries being
made about high ranking officials in big business and finance.
Scientists and geologists will be watching certain areas for volatile reactions and activities.
February
New processes and procedures for airlines will be communicated.
Financial markets will start to see more instability, rising stock markets etc. This is a result of decisions made
in the last couple of months. New tactics are being introduced and monitored. Some new finance people move
onto the front and center.
Legal battles and indictments for powerful people will come to the news as February rolls along.
Toward the end of February, new information concerning vulnerabilities come to light. Places once viewed out
of harm’s way or safe have now risks.
March
The USA and world should see more water this month with many regions receiving non-stop rain for several
days or weeks. Flooding will be imminent with many bridges and infrastructure being washed away. Many
places will only be reachable through helicopter. This is most of the central part of the USA.
Travel will become more unstable as roads can be washed away or underwater. Power grids and electricity will
be affected as well. California and the west should see some fires breaking out as well.
Along the coastlines, esp. in the east, abrupt storms sending higher tides will be experienced.
cleanup will be a concern.

Erosion and

The world will also see earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanos in the Indonesia areas, from China to California and
south. China will see intense floods.
Financial Markets will become more unstable due to tensions arising in the middle-east and other places. What
seemed to work earlier in the year will now begin to unravel and those that study and control the markets will
begin to see more uncontrollability as they try to bolster the market.
Travel will be dicey due to weather conditions. Equipment will not work due to water damage. Individually
people will see problems with sewer lines and plumbing problems, water leaks and so on.
April
Financial Markets can make lows this month as all attempts to bolster the market will not work. People will be
tired of the lies that they hear and attempts of control. Lack of confidence builds.
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Weather continues to be wet, but toward the end of the month the real damage surfaces. More problems with
natural disasters.
May
As the weather dries out, it is very visible as to what worked and what did not work. Companies and countries
such as China will have to pay the piper as they say. China and the USA will bicker and argue as tension
increase. Nothing seems to have a guarantee. China will be caught in business type scandals and will not
recognize their responsibilities. Obama will be faced with many decisions that he is not prepared for though out
the spring. He will be unable to handle the middle east situation as that area slides towards conflict and
confrontations.
June
Major confrontations and battles between several nations in Middle East ensue. Bombing raids and explosions
highlight. Extra soldiers are placed on border areas.
A rebuilding period will take more precedence as the infrastructure of the US and the world as banks and
lending institutions sponsor projects.
July
More sad news in the middle east as retaliation actions breakout.
Rebuilding continues.
Olympics in London begin with the ceremonies not going according to plan. Many favorites are having a
harder time than usual with afflictions. Unplanned winners take the spotlight. Groups of protesters will battle
with police during this time. Travel will have its ups and downs. Unusual rulings in some events cast doubts.
Roofs or temporary tarps are blown off and columns give way at a vendor event outside a coliseum.
August
As the GOP Convention occurs it looks like Romney will get a go ahead. Strategies about how to best defeat
the President will be in the minds and hearts of the party. Although there can be some powerful foes taking to
the independent parties.
September
The Democratic convention is underway and there is less than enthusiastic mood. Pelosi and the normal high
ranking people will give speech to raise confidence.
October
News surrounding the educational system will make headlines. Appears to be a month of decision making
about values and where people stand. A deeper review is highlighted. Facts are being mass produced and some
are more fictitious. Confusion of facts and direction, emotionalism will play a big part in the presidential race.
November
The election promises a large turnout however there is much confusion around it. There will be attempts at
fraud and hacking as well as election officials not following directions. Ballots will be withheld and delays in
counting apparent. Many recounts will be cited. This will be a long cold and harder month for Washington.
December
This is the month that everyone has waited for. Lots of people taking trips to spiritual areas all around the
world. Peru and the S. American continent will be highlighted as ceremonies will continue. Large masses of
people gather at important sites. Travel will be crowded as many airlines, ocean liners etc. book passage.
Conclusion
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There will be a raising of consciousness beginning in the Feb timeframe as many people begin to feel the need
to help others. By the time that December is here, many groups will be gathering and pushing in the new era of
enlightenment.
Personal Relationships will change as many of the outgrown relationships will realize their eventual end.
People will move around more, changing their lifestyle, beliefs and so forth. Dogmatic approaches will be less
important.
Water technologies will be harnessed more thorough out the year.
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